
COLLECTIONS OF CORRESPONDENCE AND MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENTS

X IN TWO PARTS - PART I

NAME OF COLLECTION: Jeanne d'-̂ rc collection - Manuscriots.

SOURCE: ̂ ift of ncton ^riscom - 1920, ?'ith additions through subsequent
purchases. "

SUBJECT: Joan of Arc - studies on her life, career, period, associates,
and cannonization. Also aiaierialrelating to those who have
studied her.

DATES COVERED; 15th cent. - 194? NUI4BER OF ITEMS: 5£ volumes

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
Cataloged: x Listed: Arranged: Not organized:

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or she3ves)
Bound: ?2 volumes Boxed: Stored:

LOCATION: (Library) special Collections CALL-Nlfl*BER see description

RESTRICTIONS ON USE

DESCRIPTION: This is a hetero^enous collection in ?£ volumes of manuscript
tyoescriot material which relates to Joan of Arc. The material ranges in date
and character from a 15th-century manuscript, ^hronicue des -hois Charles_ *I
et VII par Giiles Le Bouvier, on 241 oaoer leaves, vrhich contains a long account
of the life and exoloits of Joan, to the 1? page tyoescriot of Ambassador V-i 11.ism
C. Bullitt's address. Le Fete de Jejmne djhrc a Phlledelpnia, broadcast on the
Voice of -^nerice. May -j, Ib^;?. The in̂ terifcl is sll cetsloged in the Grisconi
Jeanne d'Arc collection (from J1/A68 to J7/B87, interfiled with the collection
of Drinted books), but some of the cataloging is rather inadequate. There is
a more comolete list which describes each item in the Office of the Deoartiaent
of Soeciel Collections. The collection includes a nwaber of manuscripts and
tyoescri'ots of literary and scholarly works on Joan of Arc by uuy ftndore, -^ndrev
Lang, Charles tvlaurras, Pearl wiahaffey Wilfred ?. Barrett, Thomas Jones, end
others. There are also letters from scholars and writers'on the subject
(Anatole France, -î obert ̂ outhey, âi.iuel L. Clemens, cardinal alannihg, Andrew
Lang, and others). There are also a few original documents conteiiiporary to
and relating to Joan and her associates. Six such documents are bound into
Gsbrial Henot-ux's Jj|arme ̂ 'Arc, Pari;! Hachette, 1911, as extra-illustrations.
(Jl/H19^). The collection includes various other material, and is orincipally
in Lngiish and French. Also, a piece of stone from Joan's dungeon in Rouen,
transferred .from the printed b>ook collection 1992. (J1/D918) . ~*•-*>
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